Developing, retaining and inspiring
junior hires remotely

About Aston Fisher
Executive talent is the lifeblood of any business; setting strategy, motivating teams, delivering growth
and driving change. So hiring the best, whether permanent or interim, in a timely fashion can set
your business apart.

Contents:
Keeping new hires engaged, especially younger hires, isn’t an easy job at the best of times – and these are
not the best of times. How do you get them up to speed and make them feel part of the team when
everyone is working remotely? We asked HR directors from several industries.

Aston Fisher understands this and applies its extensive resourcing experience in an agile and
collaborative manner to identify the very best candidates with the right skills, experience and
chemistry for its clients.
We are a driven, highly collaborative team, passionate about what we do. We pride ourselves on
being genuine partners to clients and candidates, pro-actively delivering outstanding results, over
and above expectations every time.
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1. Oil & Gas

In Norway, a huge shot of government stimulus money has been offered for new oil and gas
projects – but there’s a tight deadline for submitting the plans, so people are hiring
frantically to get plans completed for previously shelved projects that have suddenly
become economically viable. “Of course, it helps when you’ve got a very large sovereign
wealth fund, says our contact. “It’s not so easy for us in the UK! “
Because of the better working conditions in Norway, workers are much more active in
standing up for their rights. One company is being taken to court by their union for not
honouring a pay increase they negotiated before COVID. Oil and gas production is down due
to offshore workers striking over pay increases, with more fields coming offline as we speak.

At the beginning of September, things were starting to pick up as lockdown lifted; that’s now
gone into reverse, with HR directors thrown into turmoil dealing with the next challenge.
Before this, a lot of businesses were looking at digitalising HR capability and driving
transformation. That’s been put on hold. However, there are several new onboarding
products and learning management systems coming online, which enables companies to
make their own videos to introduce newcomers to the company culture.
While employee retention is not a big issue for our contact’s company at the moment,
they’re having trouble attracting new hires because fossil fuels are far less popular than
renewables.
“What we’re doing is leaning into the energy transition conversation, talking about how we
participate in that journey, because we can’t switch off oil and gas overnight. What is their
role in the energy transition? That creates a different narrative, as opposed to ‘You’re
working in an oil and gas company.’”
They’ve also been taking advantage of the fact that inspiring speakers who would cost
£10 000 in person are available for £2 000 online – sometimes less.

In the UK, while offshore operations have kept running, allowing apprentices to combine
remote learning with being onsite, our contact’s company has stopped hiring graduates
because they couldn’t guarantee them the experience they need and deserve. The young
graduates already at the company are clearly losing out on mentoring. Our contact has
challenged his team to think about how to address this in a COVID world.

Despite these bright spots, our HR contact is keen to see people going back to the office, as
he feels strongly that people operate better together. However, he’s aware that people aren’t
going to want to face the hassle of going back when COVID declines. “Somehow, we’re going
to have to force it,” he says. “I don’t want to sound like a dinosaur, but people being together
adds value – we’re social beings. If we don’t go back to work this side of the winter, it’s going
to be more than a year since they last set foot in the office.”

One important question for the team is “What does success look like in a remote
environment?” Most of us, when we change jobs, need to be signposted. Things are done
differently in different companies, so how do you embrace the company culture when you’ve
spent no time with your colleagues? What does success look like in your first 100 days, your
first six months?

But this has to be balanced with the fact that too much insistence on office attendance could
drive employees away. A recent survey found only 5% of FTSE 100 businesses were looking
for a 100% return to the office after COVID. How do you keep people if other companies are
offering more flexibility?

“Those informal taps on the shoulder are more difficult on Zoom. ‘You did well in that
meeting.’ ‘That didn’t quite go according to plan, did it?’ So we’re working on how people
understand what’s expected and how they’re doing – because we all make mistakes when
we’re new.” They’ve found that the line manager has to be very clear and have those
informal check-ins on a more formal basis than you would in the office.
There’s also a need to manage the managers, who may be struggling to offer coaching over
Zoom. “With my team, if the trainees ask you to look at an email and see if the tone is right,
the temptation is just to rewrite it for them, and then they don’t learn.”
Another important factor is orientating people in terms of who they can speak to within the
business. Socially distanced walks were proving useful until lockdown rules in Scotland
forced the company to shelve them.

2. Energy

3. Insurance

Although not hiring right now, the HR director we spoke to says their group does have some
younger hires, and they’re in the same situation: their apprenticeships are carrying on as
normal, and they’re doing a lot of remote learning, but for other young hires things are more
difficult because nobody is in the workplace, so they’ve created a buddy system to give
young trainees someone to talk to every week.

We spoke to the HR director of an insurance group that takes on graduates annually, and
that hasn’t stopped this year. “We’ve recruited quite a few people in the last couple of
months” they said, “and we’ve been obsessing over how you stop it being a negative
experience for new hires working from home. They just don’t get the chance to absorb
information by asking quick questions and observing people working. We’re scratching our
heads on how best to do that.”

The company has converted all its workshop materials into an online format, which was
difficult at first: they had to change the content and how they delivered it. They’re also trying
to encourage the physical side of people’s life. “We believe wellness has a massive impact on
keeping people engaged in the business; so many people are sitting at home hunched over
their laptops, and they talk about how unfit they’re getting. So that’s our focus:
wellness online, education online, buddying online, coffees online,” the HR director says.
“We’re getting good feedback from it.”
The buddy system tends to involve people with some years’ service behind them, so that
they can explain the business processes and culture and be a sounding board. But even with
buddies, young people working from home still feel depressed and cut off from the business
– while, surprisingly, older employees are flourishing, enjoying the freedom to make coffee
in their own kitchens and pat the dog.
To support workers who are struggling, the HR team has offered a lot of training on change
and resilience and dealing with uncertainty.
They also had to act quickly to move their talent programme online. To solve the lack of
mentoring for young talent, they created a lot of 1:1s with the trainer and required the
trainees to do research by talking to others in the business.
“There’ve been a lot of positives for me out of this last six months, which sounds strange,”
says our HR contact, “but I think for HR in general we’ve become much more the business
partner for the CEO to deal with navigating the business through this uncertainty. It’s a
skillset that’s been really valued in these months.”

Currently, they’re bridging the gap through buddying, online coffee mornings, and some
optional time in the office“just to get some feel of who we are. You can’t beat face to face.”
Although this has received good feedback from new starters, there are concerns that they
still don’t know what the company looks like or have a feel for the company way: “You don’t
know what you don’t know.” They’re trying to compensate by including new hires in online
meetings and encouraging colleagues to give them a call and make contact. “Encapsulate
that culture. “You can’t replace face to face, but you do your best.”
They’ve also been breaking training down into bite-sized chunks to compensate for shorter
attention spans online. However, some newcomers are turning out to need training in the
basics of company etiquette. “It seems ludicrous to have to explain it to someone, but we’ve
had to develop guidelines we never thought we’d need, like ‘attend the team meetings.’”
Not surprisingly, there’s impatience in some quarters to get back to face-to-face
interaction. “Where there’s a will, there’s a way. Some of the leaders are getting creative and
bold in their requests to carry on. Looking at the news, there’s definitely a sea change. The
public wants to get back to normal. But when is the right time to start getting people back to
the office?”

4. Tech

5. Banking

While our tech company hasn’t taken on any grads, they have taken on younger employees.
“There’s one who joined my team six months ago. We’ve still not met,” laments the HR
director.
“Normally, my team would be bumping into her every day. I just feel we’ve abandoned
them – what can we do about it?”

Our banking contact tells us the concern at her bank is less about graduate recruitment and
more about apprentices. They’re continuing to recruit a lot of younger people into corporate
functions and are struggling in the same way as other HR departments, although they have
managed to move the induction process online in a way that helps people understand the
business and culture.

He’s frustrated with employees’ aversion to going into the office, especially older employees,
despite the fact that the office is very COVID-safe. He’s encouraging new hires to go into the
office when they join: “It really makes a difference to meet somebody rather than seeing
them on a screen.”

“From an inclusion perspective, one of the simplest but most important things to get right is
to give young people ways of working that resonate with them. Young people aren’t the
same as us – applying our middle-aged, middle-class wisdom to them is the biggest
mistake.”

Another thought he’s had is getting new hires to join other team calls as guests, so they see
what happens in that area of the business, and hopefully soak up some of what’s going on.
This also gives them the opportunity to ask questions about some of the many acronyms
they might hear around the company.

She’s found young people particularly enjoy focused online team activities such as working
together on camera, with the same banter across cameras that you’d have sitting at a bank
of desks. She also believes in giving people the opportunity to express interest in working
across teams. “You have to require people to participate in their own development.”

“The issue underlying this is the speed of learning,” he says. “You can’t learn as quickly when
you don’t have the sources of information to give you that learning – how can we accelerate
learning when they can’t shout across the office? This is likely to be here for a long time, and
we have more people coming soon, so we’ve got to do better.”

Another new habit they’ve been experimenting with is encouraging staff to call up
colleagues just to say hi and ask how it’s going. According to feedback, this has had mixed
success.

Finally, walk and talks – going outside and taking socially distanced walks as a team,
exchanging ideas in an open environment – are also being tried, but even that has met with

Despite the move online, they’re encouraging new starters and existing colleagues to spend
time getting to know one another. “You can come together in big rooms online, go to
breakout rooms, come together again, and that’s working well for us. Don’t overlook the
things that are really simple and easy, they’re very important.”
She acknowledges the concern around people being reluctant to go back to the office, but
suggests solving it by going back to office in a purposeful way, to do something. She’s
convinced peer pressure will work in that context.

6. Aerospace

Being in one of the hardest-hit industries, our aerospace contact has been more concerned
about letting people go than hiring. However, they did have a few new starters on board at
the start of lockdown. The company rose to the occasion, and inductions were really
well-planned, with teams and peers doing a very good job of taking them under their wing.
New hires joined meetings together from the start, and that’s continued.
People are now allowed in the office, but as with other companies, there are few takers. HR
is encouraging newcomers to come to the office for occasional meetings.
When COVID struck, the company had already made offers to some new graduates and had
to move their training online. To keep trainees interested, the lectures were broken down
into bite-size chunks with discussions and breakout rooms to spur interaction.
Most factories stayed open, so newcomers here were able to start placement there after
induction. Safety standards in manufacturing have been extremely good.
The third group of new hires is apprentices. With some factories mothballed, these
newcomers had to work from home as well. The apprentice manager did a superb job of
creating facilitated learning sessions. From his vast experience, he came up with work that
they could do to stay occupied and continue their development – which was vital, as some
were furloughed for several weeks.
“A lot more planning is required at these times, and keeping it simple. Not being too fancy,
just using the tools to hand. Folks understand it’s difficult.”
Since they couldn’t run graduate selection programmes this year, they also had to move that
online. They managed to create a variety of online interactions that would help them see
which people were right for the team.
Measuring performance once people join is another conundrum, with PDPs and
performance reviews becoming even more important. Setting very clear objectives and
priorities and having managers check in much more frequently in the office seems to be
working. “Because we can’t just see each other and say hi, check-ins are more meaningful,
and we need to review how work is going more.”

However, there are concerns that another important role of the line manager is being
forgotten: making rules. In the old world, the line manager would have set the boundaries
for appropriate behaviour and guided new starters to fit in with the company culture, but in
the new world everyone expects HR to make the rules, and the common cry of line managers
is “It’s not my call!”
“We have to manage the tension between what we expect the line manager to do, because
they’re taking the line manager pay cheque, and what we need corporate rules for. They’re
trying to make a science out of something that just isn’t a science.”
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